The Role of Matrix Metalloproteinase 3 and 9 in the Pathogenesis of Acute Neuroinflammation. Implications for Disease Modifying Therapy.
Matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) are proteolytic enzymes that are involved in a variety of physiological and pathological processes, including those in CNS. In this study, plasma values of MMP-3 and MMP-9 have been compared in clinically isolated syndrome (CIS) and relapsing-remitting multiple sclerosis (RRMS) patients during their acute attacks, in relation to the biological activity of disease. Therefore, we compared the MMPs plasma values regarding Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS), progression index of disease (PID), acute brain lesion volume seen on magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and index of blood-brain barrier (BBB) permeability destruction. The obtained results demonstrated higher plasma values of MMPs in both study groups than control values (p < 0.05). No statistical significances have been detected comparing the obtained values of both enzymes between CIS and RRMS group (p > 0.05). In both CIS and RRMS groups, the patients with higher EDSS showed higher MMPs plasma values (p < 0.05). The MMPs values were also significantly higher in both study patients with higher total number comparing to those with lower number of MRI brain lesion (p < 0.05) (beyond MMP-3 in RRMS). All obtained correlations, between MMPs and EDSS, PID, volume of MRI Gd-enhancement brain lesions, and index of BBB permeability, were positive (p < 0.05.) This study demonstrates alterations of both tested MMPs with closed correlation with the disease biological activity. Although MMPs are being implicated in the pathogenesis of acute neuroinflammation, the MMPs modulation might be useful in the future design of disease modifying therapy with the specific target profile.